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BY C A R L I N C A R R

Every day from third grade to the sixth, Amy skipped
lunch and pocketed a whopping 35 cents. Eventually, after years
of self-induced, midday starvation, a pony named Flash was all
hers. The duo became showstoppers at the county fair, racking
up blue ribbons in everything from cantering while balancing
an egg on a spoon to outmaneuvering rivals through cone-lined
courses. The quirkier the event, the better they did. And just
like that, as simply as a magician pulls a rabbit from a hat, 
a young girl from the sleepy town of Novelty found that
with a little creativity and masterful discipline, she
could make her dreams come true.  

Years later, in 1998, Johnquest had 
another sublime moment of realization.
Although she had employed her artistic skills
as a trained painter in a variety of interesting
jobs, such as the meticulous arts of sign 
lettering and restoring old movie posters, 
her imagination and creative spirit longed for
greater freedom. “I knew I had to make art. 
I knew I had to do that with my life. There’s not
much choice in the matter,” says Johnquest, who
spent many afternoons as a child wandering solo through the
Cleveland Museum of Art while her mother, who wrote a local
column on the latest art techniques, spent time in the museum’s
library. “But you reach these eureka points and you see it, 
like, oh, this is where I should be.”

That moment of inspiration occurred when Johnquest, at
age 40, began making banners reminiscent of circus sideshow
posters for the Northampton, Massachusetts, landmark
Downtown Sounds. She had arrived. With her arrival, a woman
known as the Banner Queen emerged. Mixing musical themes
and the sideshow genre, the Banner Queen adorned the music
shop’s windows with a half-man, half-beast accordion player; 
a bizarre, sexually charged advertisement for naked organs, 
and a broken heart with “Repairs” scrawled across it, 
touting Downtown Sounds’ uncanny ability to heal 
wounded instruments.  

Playing off the unusual, Johnquest’s bookshelves in her
Holyoke home studio range from a children’s Bible series to the
1950s How to Run a Restaurant to circus and sideshow biographies.
Her attraction to the quirky collection lies in the diversity and
oddity of the pictures and photographs. Images have always 
fascinated her, but as the daughter of an advertising copywriter
and a lover of letters (with a particular affection for S and R),
she is also keenly aware of a world engulfed in words. “We’re

always being advertised to,” she says. “We’re bombarded
with words, and we don’t see or hear them anymore.”  

One day, as she was walking past a store in
the midst of liquidation, a neon poster in the

window caught her attention: Everything
Must Go. “That’s so profound,” whispers the
artist, whose banners are steeped in double
entendre. “It’s deadly serious, but it’s also
very funny.” The tongue-in-cheek apocalyptic

words eventually found their way onto one 
of her banners.

Johnquest’s banners balance playfulness 
and the unexpected with the intensity of the artistic

endeavor. While they can take as many as 60 hours to complete,
the admitted poor-spelling artist lets mistakes remain. “It’s 
jarring,” says Johnquest of the misspelled words in some of 
her works, “but it’s so human. That’s what’s so beautiful: we 
all make mistakes.”  

The Banner Queen, whose work has been featured in Bruce
Springsteen’s Summer Tour Book, Ripley’s Believe It or Not,
American Express ads, and at Madison Square Garden, held 
her first show, “Human Oddities Alive,” at Springfield College’s
Blizzard Gallery in 1999. The exhibition was a testament to her
idea that there is a little version of the sideshow in us all. Or, in
her most Shakespearean of sideshow quotations: “All the world’s
a side show and we are just the actors or freaks upon it.”

A collection of Amy Johnquest’s banners can be viewed on her 
Web site, www.bannerqueen.com.  y

F GROWING UP IN THE MIDWESTERN TOWN OF NOVELTY, OHIO, ISN’T PREDICTION ENOUGH OF THE UNIQUENESS THAT WOULD CHARACTERIZE

AMY JOHNQUEST’S CAREER, THEN GET THIS: A LITTLE GIRL OF BIG DREAMS, JOHNQUEST LONGED DESPERATELY FOR A PONY OF HER OWN. 
IN THE THIRD GRADE, SHE GATHERED HER COURAGE, WENT TO HER BOHEMIAN PARENTS, AND PROPOSED THE FOUR-LEGGED ADDITION TO

THE FAMILY. GRACIOUSLY DENIED, JOHNQUEST EMPLOYED HER HOMESPUN INGENUITY AND DEVISED, PERHAPS BY RIGHT OF HER BIRTHPLACE, 
A NOVEL PLAN: SHE WOULD COVERTLY SAVE HER LUNCH MONEY UNTIL SHE AMASSED ENOUGH TO MAKE THE PURCHASE. 
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Mr. Rogers in Heaven, 2004, casein & acrylic on brown cotton mesh 
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Julia Child in Heaven, 38" x 42", 2005, 
When Julia Child died I saved the obit material on her because I like to do tribute banners to folks I admire. S u m m e r  2 0 0 7   §  3 5


